RESULTS REPORT 2016 - ELA

WHAT ARE “RESULTS REPORTS”
•

Annual reports made to the board
of education on the progress made
by our students in various academic
disciplines.

ASSESSMENTS
•

A variety of assessments are used to determine students mastery of the curriculum.

•

Each building uses a variety of assessments to determine student success.

•

The district subscribes to the philosophy of triangulating our data. Otherwise, we will use 3 assessments to
measure student growth. (i.e.- if our students do well on 2 out of the 3 assessments, we will deem the data
to be valid to drive instructional decisions.)

•

Types of assessmentsa. Summative- used to gather data on the whole year’s progress. Examples include the Kansas
Assessment and End of Unit exams.
b. Formative – used to gather data to inform instructional decisions. Examples include quizzes, projects,
end of unit exams, including local assessments.
c. Informal – used by the grade/subject level teacher to measure progress made over a particular unit.
Examples of this include daily checks for understanding such as observation and daily classroom work.
d. Progress monitor- used by the teacher to determine if 1-2 specific skills have been mastered. This is an
on-going process that is delivered through a variety of means such as oral, written, etc.

•

In the end, assessments are tools used by the staff to measure:
a. Student progress
b. Curriculum alignment
c. Effectiveness of instructional strategies/practices

ASSESSMENTS
•

Map Assessment
A. Given at grade levels 2-8 and 9-10 at HS
B. Aligned to common core standards
C. Adaptive Test

•

State Assessment
A. Given at grade 3-8 and once at HS
B. Aligned to the common core standards

•

AIMSWEB Assessment
A. Given at grades K-8

•

ACT Assessment
A. Given at the high school level

STATE ASSESSMENT ELA 2016
• The English language arts questions ask students to select the
right answer, organize information, and respond to a writing
prompt. In grades 3–8, a student’s overall score combines a
score from the reading, writing, and listening section and a
score from the on-demand writing task section. In grade 10,
students took an on-demand writing task field test and did
not receive a writing task score.
• Based on level descriptors that were recently released, the
goal is to have students meet Level 3 or 4 criteria. 300 is the
cut score between Level 2 and Level 3. In simple terms, the
difference between a level 2 and level 3 score is the depth of
understanding a student is able to demonstrate.

STATE ASSESSMENT ELA 2016 LEVEL DESCRIPTORS
Set proficiency levels and cut scores Scale Scores – range from 220 – 380 with 300 as the
level 3 cut

Level 1: Indicates that a student is not performing at grade level standards, and
additional supports are needed.
Level 2: Indicates that the student is doing grade-level work as defined by the
standards but not at the depth or level of rigor to be considered on-track for college
readiness.
Level 3: Indicates that the student is performing at academic expectations for that
grade level and is on track to being college ready.
Level 4: Indicates that the student is performing above expectations for that grade level
and is on track to being college ready.

STATE ASSESSMENT PERFORMANCE LEVEL CUT SCORES

KANSAS ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
Areas of Emphasis for English Language Arts Standards
1. Building knowledge through content rich nonfiction


Building knowledge through content rich non-‐fiction plays an essential role in literacy and in the Standards. In K-5, fulfilling the standards requires a 50-50
balance between informational and literary reading. Informational reading primarily includes content rich non-fiction in history/social studies, science and the
arts; the K-‐5 Standards strongly recommend that students build coherent general knowledge both within each year and across years. In 6-12, ELA classes
place much greater attention to a specific category of informational text—literary nonfiction—than has been traditional. In grades 6-12, the Standards for
literacy in history/social studies, science and technical subjects ensure that students can independently build knowledge in these disciplines through reading
and writing.



To be clear, the Standards do require substantial attention to literature throughout K-12, as half of the required work in K-5 and the core of the work of 6-12
ELA teachers.
2. Reading, writing and speaking grounded in evidence from text, both literary and informational



The Standards place a premium on students writing to sources, i.e., using evidence from texts to present careful analyses, well-‐defended claims, and clear
information. Rather than asking students questions they can answer solely from their prior knowledge or experience, the Standards expect students to answer
questions that depend on their having read the text or texts with care. The Standards also require the cultivation of narrative writing throughout the grades,
and in later grades a command of sequence and detail will be essential for effective argumentative and informational writing.



Likewise, the reading standards focus on students’ ability to read carefully and grasp information, arguments, ideas and details based on text evidence.
Students should be able to answer a range of text-‐dependent questions, questions in which the answers require inferences based on careful attention to
the text.

3. Regular practice with complex text and its academic language


Rather than focusing solely on the skills of reading and writing, the Standards highlight the growing complexity of the texts students must read to be ready for
the demands of college and careers. The Standards build a staircase of text complexity so that all students are ready for the demands of college-‐ and
career-‐level reading no later than the end of high school.



Closely related to text complexity—and inextricably connected to reading comprehension—is a focus on academic vocabulary: words that appear in a
variety of content areas (such as ignite and commit).

BES STATE ASSESSMENT ELA 2016

74 % of Grade 3 met Level 2, 3 or 4

90 % of Grade 4 met Level 2, 3 or 4

BES STATE ASSESSMENT ELA 2016

BES 3rd GRADE SCORED 6
POINTS LOWER THAN THE
STATE MEDIAN
BES 4TH GRADE SCORED 7
POINTS LOWER THAN THE
STATE MEDIAN

BMS STATE ASSESSMENT ELA 2015
60% OF
GRADE 5
MEETS LEVEL
3 OR 4
46% OF GRADE
6 MEETS LEVEL
3 OR 4
51% OF
GRADE 7
MEETS LEVEL
3 OR 4
33% OF Grade
8 MEETS LEVEL
3 OR 4

BMS STATE ASSESSMENT ELA 2016
BMS 5TH GRADE SCORED 4
POINTS LOWER THAN THE
STATE MEDIAN

BMS 6TH GRADE SCORED 10
POINTS HIGHER THAN THE
STATE MEDIAN
BMS 7th GRADE SCORED 12
POINTS HIGHER THAN STATE
MEDIAN
BMS 8TH GRADE SCORED 2
POINTS HIGHER THAN THE
STATE MEDIAN.

KANSAS ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

• The English-Language Arts KAP is taken by the 10th grade students at the high school level. The
scores above show how BHS 10th grade students compare to the rest of the state in the spring
of 2015. As you can see, the BHS median score was higher then state.

KANSAS ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
81% of 10th grade
meets Level 2,3,
4

• The chart above shows the percentage of ELA students in each performance category.
• 10% of BHS 10th grade students performed in the highest category (Level 4). Compared to the
rest of the state the students performed at a higher level in both (Level 3,4). We performed
even to the state at (Level 2). We had fewer students at (Level 1) than the State.

AIMSWEB TESTING ADMINISTRATION
Grade Level

Tests Administered
(F – Fall, W – Winter, S - Spring

Kindergarten

Letter Naming Fluency - F, W, S
Letter Sound Fluency – W, S
Phoneme Segmentation – W, S
Nonsense Word Fluency – W, S

1st Grade

Letter Naming Fluency - F
Letter Sound Fluency - F
Phoneme Segmentation – F, W
Nonsense Word Fluency – F, W, S
ORF – W, S

2nd Grade – 8th Grade

ORF - F, W, S
MAZE – F, W, S

• Oral Reading Fluency (ORF)- Highly reliable and
valid measure of general reading ability
• MAZE- Supplemental measure of general reading
ability (Comprehension) – Pencil/Paper

BES – KINDERGARTEN AIMSWEB TESTING

Grade level
Benchmark
indicated by black
line on all graphs
Letter Naming

Color Coding Key
• Blue indicates 75th
Percentile and
above
• Green indicates 25
to 75th Percentile
• Yellow indicates
below the 25th
percentile.

BES – KINDERGARTEN AIMSWEB TESTING

Letter Sounds

BES – KINDERGARTEN AIMSWEB TESTING

Nonsense Words

BES – 1ST GRADE AIMSWEB TESTING

Phoneme Segmentation

BES – 1ST GRADE AIMSWEB TESTING

Nonsense Words

BES- 1st GRADE ORF

BES- 2ND GRADE ORF

BES- 2ND GRADE MAZE

BES- 3RD GRADE ORF

BES- 3RD GRADE MAZE

BES- 4TH GRADE ORF

BES- 4TH GRADE MAZE

BES- AIMSWEB OVERVIEW
• 2016-17 is the second year for Aimsweb benchmarking in reading after a break from this testing in
previous years.
• All grades have numerous students scoring below the benchmark but still within what is considered
the average range (25th to 75th percentile.)
• Students are “flagged” on Aimsweb testing if they are below grade level benchmark. This test is
considered a benchmark, which is like determining what students may have a “fever.” We then look
to further testing to determine what action we may need to take to help improve their skills.
• There are pieces of this test that teachers like/dislike. It is a nationally normed test and provides us
with a tool to progress monitor (continue to watch growth). However, some pieces are difficult to
scores and are hard for kids to complete (phoneme segmentation) after they have become readers.
•

BES uses these tests to identify students who need the most support from our Title Reading teachers
and we work to build support in for students as needed. Classroom teachers also support identified
needs through small and large group instruction.

BES- AIMSWEB OVERVIEW
• Providing early intervention is a must if we want to help students become successful readers.

• Students with ORF data are put into a “quadrant sort” that helps our teams to group students and to
identify what instructional focus is needed to help the student make gains. The quadrant sort identifies
if the student is an
• Accurate and fluent reader (instructional focus – comprehension)
• Accurate and slow reader (instructional focus – fluency)
• Inaccurate and slow reader (instructional focus – phonics, sight words or phonological
awareness). More diagnostic tests are given to this group.
• Inaccurate and fluent reader – (self monitoring strategies)
• Developing fluent readers has become a primary focus for our reading instruction at BES. We are
utilizing tools that focus on the Big 5 reading components ( Phonological Awareness, Phonics,
Fluency, Vocabulary and Comprehension.)
• We have also recently reviewed as a staff what different components of reading should be
emphasized at each grade level. This was done at a staff meeting and served as a good reminder
that we have to remember to look at kids as something besides test scores.

The following data represents BMS student’s performance on the
reading battery. The reading battery assessment includes subtests in
the following areas:
• Reading Comprehension
• Silent Reading Fluency
• Vocabulary

5th Grade Fall 2016

71% of 5th Graders scored
Average or above on
reading battery

6th Grade Fall 2016

73% of 6th graders
scored average or
above on reading
battery

7th Grade Fall 2016

88%of the 7th Graders
scored average or above
on the reading battery

8th Grade Fall 2016

80% of 8th Graders
scored average or
above on reading
battery

NWEA MAP DATA
•

MAP Reports provide another data point that indicate how well a student is performing
at a given grade level. In addition to being aligned to Common Core Standards, MAP
tests provide norming data that compares USD 244 students to other similar age groups
nationally.

•

Because MAP tests are given at all levels, MAP data provides a longitudinal analysis of
the same group of students. In this way, growth can be monitored, both individually as
well as by class.

•

Like the Kansas Assessment Program, Reading MAP results provide an overall score (RIT)
as well as a score in multiple goal areas:

•

•

Goal 1: Literature

•

Goal 2: Informational Text

•

Goal 3: Vocabulary Acquisition and Use

Language MAP results provide an overall score (RIT) as well as a score in multiple goal
areas:
•

Goal 1: Writing – Plan, Organize, Develop, Revise and Research

•

Goal 2: Language – Understand, Edit Grammar Usage

•

Goal 3: Language – Understand, Edit Mechanics

NWEA MAP DATA- FALL 2016 2ND GRADE READING
Second graders reading scores show 24% of the
students below the 21st percentile.
This is the first formal assessment students have
taken reading to self.
Students are identified at –risk
below the 40th percentile.

NWEA MAP DATA- FALL 2016 2ND GRADE LANGUAGE

Second graders language scores show
20% of the students below the 21st
percentile.

NWEA MAP DATA- FALL 2016 3RD GRADE READING

3rd grade reading MAP scores continue the
trends from 2015-16. Students are weakest
in Vocabulary and strongest in Informational
Text. Students scored above the national
norm by 1.8 points.

NWEA MAP DATA- FALL 2016 3RD GRADE LANGUAGE
3rd grade language MAP scores again show
consistency in strength and weakness areas
when comparing to 2015-16. Third grade
students scored above the national norm on
this portion of the test.

NWEA MAP DATA- FALL 2016 4TH GRADE READING
BES 4th grade students scored above the Norm
Grade Level mean by .9.

NWEA MAP DATA- FALL 2016 4TH GRADE LANGUAGE
Fourth grade language scores for language
are just below the Norm Grade level mean.

BES MAP DATA REVIEW
• BES shows consistency from grade to grade with areas of
strengths and weaknesses on the MAP sub tests.
• Sub test Strengths are Informational Text and Language:
Editing Grammar Usage.
• Sub test Weaknesses are Vocabulary and Literature and
Writing.
• This information can be looked at more closely to identify if
any curricular changes are necessary, or if teachers need
to supplement our resources in any manner to address the
lower performance strands.

NWEA MAP DATA- FALL 2016 - 5TH GRADE

65 % of 5th Grade students scored average or above

NWEA MAP DATA- FALL 2016 - 5TH GRADE

61% of 5th Grade students scored average or above

NWEA MAP DATA- FALL 2016 - 6TH GRADE

67% of 6th Grade students scored average or above

NWEA MAP DATA- FALL 2016 - 6TH GRADE

76% of 6th Grade students scored average or above

NWEA MAP DATA FALL 2016 - 7TH GRADE

77% of 7th Grade students scored average or above

NWEA MAP DATA FALL 2016 - 7TH GRADE

77% of 7th Grade students scored averge or above

NWEA MAP DATA FALL 2016 – 8TH GRADE

80% of 8th Grade students scored average or better

NWEA MAP DATA FALL 2016 – 8TH GRADE

75% of 8th Grade students scored average or above

NWEA MAP READING DATA- FALL 2016 9TH GRADE
Average score of tested BHS 9th graders
BHS students performing at local average
Average score of nationally tested 9th graders

Normal Performance Distribution

BHS students performing above national average

NWEA MAP LANGUAGE USE DATA- FALL 2016 9TH GRADE
Average score of tested BHS 9th graders
BHS students performing equal local average
Average score of nationally tested 9th graders
BHS students performing above national average

Normal Performance Distribution

NWEA MAP READING DATA- FALL 2016 10TH GRADE
Average score of tested BHS 10th graders. Excellent job
By the 10th graders
BHS students performing above local average
Average score of nationally tested 10th graders
BHS students performing above national average

Normal Performance Distribution

NWEA MAP LANGUAGE USE DATA- FALL 2015 10TH GRADE
Average score of tested BHS 10th graders

BHS students performing above local average
Average score of nationally tested 10th graders
BHS students performing above national average

Normal Performance Distribution

BHS MAP DATA REVIEW
• BHS 9th and10th graders consistently scored well above the national
norms. Even our lowest areas were above the national average.
• Strengths vary from class to class, but 10th performed well in the
area of literature (Reading).
• Literature was the Highest area for 9th and 10th (Reading).
• In Language Usage, 9th grade scored lower in Grammar, while 10th
was lowest in Language understanding.
• This information can be looked at more closely to identify if any
curricular changes are necessary, or if teachers need to supplement
our resources in any manner to address the lower performance
strands.

ACT REPORTS- FIVE YEAR TRENDS

• Table 1 illustrates the five year data trend in the various areas tested by the ACT, including
the overall composite score.
• In the area of English and Reading, BHS has been slightly behind the state average.
• Clearly, the scores (Composite, Reading, English) vary from year to year. The state
average sees less variance due to their substantially larger sample size.
• Remember that all students now take the ACT at BHS.

ACT REPORTS- FIVE YEAR TRENDS

• Figure 1 shows the percentage of those BHS students who have taken the ACT that have
achieved the benchmark score of 18 on the ACT English test. This graph also shows how
BHS students compare to the rest of the state.
• This benchmark is an indication of student readiness for English composition.

CONCLUSION- Assessments are an effective tool used to measure student progress and
guide instruction.
a. Our students have made adequate progress this past year.
b. We must continue to target areas for growth.

c. The administrative teams recommends the board continue to support the staff
development fund to assist teachers in improving their skillset to help students
continue to improve.
d. Motion to accept the Results Monitoring report as a Reasonable Interpretation of
the Board of Education’s Results Policy.

